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Seven heroes gather to save the world--but the legends spoke of only six. Long ago, the Evil God

was sealed at the edge of the continent, where it lies in slumber. Each time it awakens, it threatens

to plunge the world into hell, and each time, six powerful warriors are chosen to seal it away again.

But now, as the cycle begins anew, the Crest of the Six Flowers marks not six Braves...but seven.

Hans, the mysterious assassin for hire. Mora, the elder of the All Heavens Temple. Chamo, the

young but deadly Saint of Swamps. Nashetania, the princess, and Goldof, the knight yearning to win

her heart. Fremy, the girl with a dark past. And Adlet, the boy with a dream. When the Braves of the

Six Flowers realize one of their number is an impostor, hero will turn on hero in this exciting new

series!
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Ishio Yamagata is the author of the incredibly popular light novel series Rokka: Braves of the Six

Flowers. Miyagi is the illustrator behind the incredibly popular light novel series Rokka: Braves of the

Six Flowers.

Overall really good start to the series. If you are considering buying this because of the anime and

are wondering how much content this singular volume covers. It covers the whole first season of the

anime. Crazy, right? Can not wait for the next volume coming this August.



This was a great read, it covers the entire season 1 of the anime.

Excellent light novel

Fantastic series. You will be smiling by the end.

Six Heroes who travel to save the world from evil monster lord. You think you get a simple fantasy

story but instead turns into a mystery drama instead. The Author of Rokka: Brave of the Six Flowers

does a nice take on this plot. It starts simple with our main lead Adlet, who has been chosen to be

one of the Six who will defeat the Evil God, goes to met up with the other fix...only for him and the

others to realize that Seven have joined up instead. Worst of all, they are trapped and must find out

who of the seven is the fake, but it isn't an easy task...The first volume does a good job giving us a

bit on the main characters and the dire situation they are in for in the later volumes. If you want a

good Fantasy Mystery, then give this a read

A good read that combines fantasy with whodunit elements. As is the case with this kind of book,

you learn more about the background of the characters as you go along.

I love the book.

I'm not sure if this is the sender's fault or the post office's fault, but my copy of the book showed up

with a bend in the spine. I can still open and read the book just fine, but it does make a noticeable

mark on the book. Seeing as the copy is new, I do feel just a bit upset. Nothing too problematic,

though.Nevertheless, the story is still incredibly solid. I can't wait for the second one to come out

later this year.
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